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1. PROJECT DESCRIPTION
Overview
Software development nowadays is global. Companies cross borders in the search of qualified
personal. Teams are spread over more than one countries and have to deal with the difficulties
of different time zones and other cultures [3, 5, 6, 8]. The distributed collaboration results into
many new challenges that must be faced like communication, requirements engineering and API
design [11]. The difficulties of distributed software engineering have been researched by M.
Nordio et al. on the example of the DOSE course [7, 10].
Each software developer knows this situation: You are working at a team of two or three people.
Everybody has his own computer, yet you all end up looking at the same screen. Even if each
person keeps working on their own laptop, before being able to share the newly added code the
annoying circle of software configuration management “commit-resolve-update” must be
completed, before the other team members can comment on the new code. Nowadays
interactive programming techniques like pair programming or code review are commonly used.
Yet the standard IDE offers little support for this kind of collaboration.
The software development environments (IDEs) are the most important tool for a developer.
But even so we work in teams, an IDE is still a personal tool. Cloudstudio moves the IDE to the
cloud [9]; this does not just follow the trend to offer services in the cloud, but reacts to the
needs of distributed software development. Cloudstudio offers the possibility to simultaneously
program on different software elements, to validate code using its verification framework and
to communicate using integrated tools. Another main feature of Cloudstudio is the
simplification of the software configuration management, which will be further improved during
this project. The user no longer has to worry about committing and sharing the newly added
code; the others can directly see his live changes. As soon as the code compiles correctly it will
be automatically committed; there is no worrying about committing and updating to be up-todate with recent changes of other team members. The goal of this project is to improve the

software configuration management of Cloudstudio such that the user has all the comfort of an
automatic version control system, while still having additional, useful features of standard
version control systems at hand.

Scope of the work
During this project the version control of Cloudstudio will be redesign. The redesign will solve
the issue of user A receiving compilation errors because of what user B is typing, while still
providing live code collaboration and automatic committing. The already existing features, like
manual commit or rollback, will still exist in the new system, but due to the redesign accessing
the project code from external development environments like Eiffelstudio or Eclipse will be
possible.
In the next step further additional features will be added e.g. enabling the user to go to a
specific revision or to look at the revision log. As an option, a tool will be developed to work on a
Cloudstudio project with another IDE; and a case study will be performed to test and evaluate
the new features of Cloudstudio.

Intended results
The result of this project will be an improved version control system for Cloudstudio. The new
system will support the typical features of version control like commit and rollback. Further the
code entered in Cloudstudio will be automatically committed after compiling, if no compilation
errors occurred and the other users can see the code entered live.
It will be also possible to edit code in a Cloudstudio project using another IDE, like Eiffelstudio or
Eclipse. The extern user will not be able to see live changes of other users, but he can commit
code and the changes will be visible for users of Cloudstudio.
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3. PROJECT MANAGEMENT
Objectives and priorities






New design of a version control system for Cloudstudio
Integration of the version control system into Cloudstudio
(optional) Tool to commit from the outside
(optional) Case study to test and evaluate the new version control system
Results documented in the master thesis report

Criteria for success
The minimal quality requirements 1 are the following:
 The version control system supports manual commits from an extern source.
 A user of Cloudstudio can see changes committed by an extern source.
 An user of Cloudstudio can activate an according option to see live changes of other
users of Cloudstudio.
 The live changes of other users do not inflict compiling errors.
 The code of a Cloudstudio user is automatically committed after compiling, if no
compiling errors occurred.
 The user can manually commit all current changes.
 The manually committed changes are visible for an extern source.


The user of Cloudstudio can go back to the previous commit (rollback).

The thesis meats the expectation if at least three of the following five points are successfully
implemented:





When the Cloudstudio user decides to push the changes, he can specify a message.
The user of Cloudstudio can go back to any previous revision.
The user of Cloudstudio may select which files are pushed.
When pushing or committing results in a conflict, the user is offered a possibility to
resolve those conflicts



The user can consult a log of the latest pushes of all the users.

The result is outstanding and exceeds the expectation, if all the points listed before are fulfilled
and the following criteria apply:
 A tool is provided to push for an extern source (e.g. Eclipse or Eiffelstudio).
 A case study with approximately six persons is performed, during which the Cloudstudio
with the new version control system is tested and evaluated.

1

According to the Computer Science Department regulations, a thesis that meets the minimum
quality requirements should be graded with 4.0.

Method of work
See project steps below.

Quality management
Documentation
The master thesis is documented in the report.

Validation steps





The current status will be discussed in a weekly meeting.
Theoretical scenarios are run continuously during development to test the functionality
(Test cases).
JUnit tests are written, if it is possible and reasonable.
(optional) During a case study similar to the one performed in [1], Cloudstudio with
automatic version control is tested by several test users.

4. PLAN WITH MILESTONES
Project steps
Milestones:
1. Literature study of Version Control systems (Mercurial, Git, etc). Analyze their
functionality. Get familiarized with Cloudstudio.
2. Design of the version control system
3. Design of the storage of the data in the version control system
4. Design the storage of the data in Cloudstudio
5. Integrate basic functionality (commit, push, rollback) into Cloudstudio
6. Integrate additional functionality (log, go to revision, resolve conflicts, ..) into
Cloudstudio
7. *) Create a tool to commit from the outside without the distributed IDE
8. *) Organize a case study with several persons
9. Write the master thesis report
*) This milestone is optional. It is part of the criteria of an outstanding result.

Deadline
Wednesday, 26.09.2012 (Week 39)

Tentative schedule
Calendar Week
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Milestone
Literature study of VCS
Design of version control system
Design of data storage in VCS
Design of data storage in Cloudstudio
Integrate basic functionality
Integrate additional functionality
(opt.) Tool for commiting from outside
(opt.) Organize case study
Writing the report
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